Trager Therapy
Kiental
Approved training

School of Body Work Kiental Wetzikon

When we connect with the energy that surrounds us all, we enter
into a finer state of being. It is a feeling deeper than relaxation.
The feeling is peace.
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Milton Trager

We touch the body
and reach the mind.
Milton Trager
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Trager - a body therapy for today‘s world
Modern living conditions make it increasingly
difficult for many people to relate to their own
bodies. As children, almost all of us move naturally, joyfully, easily and loosely. In the course
of our lives, often people lose this feeling of
lightness and freedom. But body awareness
can be learned, and mobility can be nurtured.
Our body needs stimulation and care in order to guarantee wellbeing and quality of life.
Trager Therapy is an ideal method for achieving this. Some people come for treatment
because they want to do something good for
their body; others to do something about their
difficulties. Trager therapy is for young and old,
for sick and healthy people. It is an experience
and learning process of great pleasantness.

What is Trager?
Trager is a highly developed form of touch that
begins with this remarkable idea: it is possible
to teach anyone to experience themselves as
healthy and whole.
As the Trager therapist, we learn to read the clients habitual movement patterns and to teach
them how to easily shift to a more comfortable
and efficient way to move through space. We
learn to do this with a remarkable honesty and
gentle touch that can recall for the client the
memory of a child being cradled and rocked
by a parent. We are able to work with clients
standing, sitting and lying on a massage table.
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How was Trager Therapy
developed?
Through a simple question, the American Dr.
Milton Trager (1908 - 1997) discovered the therapeutic approach that was later named after
him. It was the answer to his brother’s question,
asking him “Which one of us can jump higer?”
Dr. Milton Trager responded as if led by an intuition: “Instead, let’s see who can land softer.”
Such questions were from now on decisive for
his life. He was always fascinated by the grace
of a movement and always on the lookout for
even more harmonious movements. He called
these movements Mentastics (mental gymnastics). For years he experimented with questions
like “What would be easier? What would be freer? What would be softer?”
Milton Trager had been trained as a doctor,
physiotherapist and naturopath. His genius
was his understanding that nothing long lasting
happens until the patient feels the changes in
his tissues and is taught to return to this feeling
state through conscious practice.

The path to lightness begins
with the therapist
During their training, the therapists learn to
develop the same qualities for themselves
that they would like to pass on - to an extent
that is not usual in therapeutic work. “It’s
the way I touch,” said Milton Trager, “not the
technique that is important“.

How does Trager Therapy work?
Physical reaction patterns are created by
environmental influences and experiences.
These can be positive or negative. Often
a person maintains reaction patterns that
were once necessary to maintain body balance or even to survive, out of a need for
safety. Such a movement holding pattern
also has consequences on a physical and
mental/emotional level. Emotions such as
fear, anger or grief produce characteristic
reaction patterns with physical counterparts. Such muscular tension patterns can
lead from discomfort to pain, loss of elasticity and balance to malfunctions of the
musculoskeletal system and the organ systems.
To change tension patterns through great
effort often creates further problems. Only
those who have felt something different
themselves can discover a new and more

helpful way of moving. As soon as a better feeling has been experienced, there is
also the possibility to return to it. Through
gentle touch and movement, connections
can be made between emotional states and
bodily functions.
Trager therapy is not a technique. The basis
is in a questioning attitude, felt movement
and the resulting experience of something
new to the client. The more consciously the
feeling can be integrated, the sooner new
and more natural movement patterns can
develop.

The basic aspects of
Trager Therapy
Feeling Weight
Perceptually experiencing the feeling of
weight is an art, which offers the possibility
of shifting awareness from old patterns of
holding tension within ones own system into
something much more open, much more free
and easy. It is always a matter of degree. It is
most easily experienced if there is a willingness to explore ones own curiosity.
Wave Movement
During the course of a Trager session, there
might be two or three thousand individual
movements initiated by the practitioner. Each
of these movements sets a wave in motion or
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responds to the wave that has been previously set in motion. The wave movement continues through the whole body and creates an
experience of wholeness. A new feeling of
balance can be experienced.
Quality of touch
The practitioner›s hands are soft and questioning. A dialogue occurs, in which the practitioner asks and receives information about
the client›s tissue. The practitioner uses her
own body weight for many movements. This
allows for effortless treatment. The session
becomes a dance.
Asking questions and listening
During the treatment the practitioner asks
herself questions like «what would be easier,
what would be freer» and listens to the answers of the client›s body. She also is asking
these same questions of her own body. These
questioning touches address the autonomic
nervous system directly.
Hook-up - deep presence
Hook-up is a coined expression that Milton
Trager used to describe a state of presence.
He wanted to express that we are connected
to everything that surrounds us. This state
of calm presence is an important part of the
Trager treatment.
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Recall
Our body can remember and bring an experience into consciousness. This activates a great
chemical, neurological and muscular interaction and the body reproduces muscle tone,
movement, feeling, temperature and pressure
of the remembered situation. Trager supports
positive memory. We can remember this positive state whenever we want and integrate that
into our everyday life. It has been proven that,
for example, a dancer who consciously imagines a movement beforehand can jump higher
or further.
Reflex Response
Reflex Response is the part of the Trager Therapy that is generally more stimulating than
calming. It often, but not always, requires the
active involvement of the client. Reflex Response is not necessarily used in every session or with every client. It is a component, a
tool of the approach. It can be integrated into
a session to support the perception of a specific area, to emphasize a feeling, to help balance an area, especially in the area of joints
that have been overused due to posture patterns or habitual movement patterns or even
in the case of paralysis.

The Process of a
Trager Therapy Treatment
It is useful to see the entire treatment as a
conversation. We use the process of inquiry
to support our client in finding a more comfortable presence in body and mind.
From a calm presence, through looking, asking questions and touching, we collect impressions from the first moment on. These
impressions determine the course of the
treatment. We work in lying, standing and/or
sitting positions. By expressing and describing sensations, the client can help to deepen the treatment. Through integration at the
end, an even deeper internalization of the
new takes place. A treatment lasts between
one and one and a half hours.

Mentastics
Mentastics are simple, effortless movements.
We explore them with our clients before, after or during a treatment. The perception of
weight is of central importance. How heavy
or light is an arm, a hand, a finger? How can
I use my weight economically to experience
ease of movement? How can I learn to trust
gravity, relax and remain alert at the same
time? Mentastics can be extended, changed
or adapted by the clients themselves anytime
and anywhere. They become an important
part of daily wellbeing.

Tablework working on the massage table
The Trager Therapist sees table work as an
opportunity to create a new feeling experience for the client in a complete resting position. The therapist’ method of contact is
constantly informed and adapted by the client’s tissue response. These gentle, listening
movements allow a deep relaxation in which
many body systems come into balance.
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Trager Education
The Trager training is divided into two sections:

Trager Practitioner
• 10 levels of 4 days each within 2 1/2 years,
250 contact hours in total
• Independent internship between levels
Graduation
Diploma Trager Practitioner, recognized by
Trager School Switzerland, Trager International and by the registries of the health insurance funds (EMR, ASCA) (with additional
proof of 150 hours med. basics).
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Trager Therapist
In addition to Trager Practitioner:
• 10 levels of 4 days each within another
2 1/2 years, a total of 250 additional contact hours
• Independent internship between levels
• The Tronc Commun (Common Basis) Complementary Therapy (see separate brochure)
Graduation
Diploma in Trager Therapy (training prepared
for the recognition of Trager Therapy as a
complementary therapy method, currently in
progress)

Practicum
The practicum integrates the knowledge
and skills acquired in class into an independent embodiment of what has been learned
through supervised practice units. It is carried out between the levels and in total consists of:
Trager Practitioner:
6 Observations (student observes a Trager
treatment)
9 Tutorials (student treats a practice client
and a Trager tutor/mentor gives feedback)
90 recorded sessions on own practice clients
2 supervision days (accompanied practice)
1 case study
3 Feedback treatments (to teachers or mentors/tutors)

Trager Therapist:
in addition
5 Tutorials on clients
2 case studies
5 Tutorials on mentors/tutors

Who is the Trager education for?
Trager education is suitable for people with
interest in medical, therapeutic, pedagogical,
social, sporting and other professional fields
and personal development.
It can be completed part-time. It lasts between 2 1/2 years (Trager Practitioner) and
5 years (Trager Therapist). Classes are all
taught by internationally recognized instructors. The individual levels follow each other
and should usually be attended in this order.
The class cohesion also guarantees a safe
and supportive training environment. Each
level is booked and paid individually.
Requirements
You can complete this training regardless of
prior medical knowledge. The primary prerequisite is joy for practical work with people and
with one‘s own potential.
We highly recommend that you receive one
or more Trager treatments in advance and/or
attend an introductory course.
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What do I learn in the training
program?
• The language of touch
• Effortless work through self-awareness
• Non-judgemental description of body sensations
• Integration of feeling and thinking
• Confidence in one’s own feelings and intuition
• Freedom and ease in movement
• Supporting clients to integrate their experience from the session into everyday life
• A receptive, affirming attitude in your relationships with others

Diploma and final examination
The diploma is only required for the degree
“Trager Therapist”.
The final examination for Trager Practitioner
(after 10 levels) consists of...
• Writing an essay
• Feedback treatment with two tutors / mentors

Trager Practitioner Class Descriptions
Level 1
The meaning of touch: We explore listening,
presence and connection
During our four days together we will use the
principles of Trager Therapy as experiential
tools to slow down and let the “noise” of our
daily lives fade into the background. Trager
principles include gentle movement, feeling
for weight, the art of pausing and more. By
beginning to experience these principles, it is
possible to release (within ourselves and our
patients) long-lasting tension patterns that
can possibly manifest as chronic pain, functional limitation, and rigidity of thought and
body structure.

•		The process of hook-up: moving attention
inwardly, physically, holistically (meditatively) and opening all senses enable us to
become aware of our connection with everything
• The most important basic skills (grounding,
orientation, connection, Mentastics, pauses, inner and outer posture) in contact with
oneself and with other people
•		The concept of orientation towards the
healthy and the whole in life
•		Guided exchange of experience of hand
postures with movement directions in each
body region, supine and prone position
• History of Trager Therapy
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Level 2

Level 3

Ease at work
What is lightness? Ease at work with means
knowing what lightness is. How do we know
what lightness is? We can simply ask.... What
is lighter? Asking a question is quite different
from knowing exactly what to do! By asking
the question, we come to a place of curiosity. With curiosity everything is possible! We
begin to feel instead of just touching. We will
spend our days together exploring the differences between feeling and touching.

“We can only approach the ideal state for our
body and mind. Perfection does not exist”.
Milton Trager, MD.

• Differentiated body perception and
self-awareness training
• Theoretical background, observation and
own experiences of movement and posture
patterns
• Mentastics and the possibilities to change
habits with it
• Fascial net/Biotensegrity and the feeling/
understanding of connections in the body
(Taking out slack)
• The attitude of coming into question
• Theory and exchange of experience on Reflex Response principles
• The Principle of Recall (to recall positive
body sensations)
• Additional exploration and practice of hand
postures with movement directions in each
body region, supine and prone position
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By having no intention to “repair” the tension
we find in ourselves and others, we invite the
memory of something softer to reach the autonomic nervous system. Our willingness to
experiment and work with pausing supports
this process. The pause is the creative space
in which integration, reorganization and deep
connection with wholeness are made possible. The pause is a place of dignity where
client and therapist can come into their own
power, self-determination and self-movement (empowerment).
• Embody and convey an open and questioning attitude
• Awareness of one’s own state of being
• Guided exchanges of experience for alternative positions and the expanded repertoire of hand postures
• Deepening communication with practice
partners and within ourselves
• Applying the Recall Principle
• Exploring Reflex Response principles and
finding appropriate language
• Internalize and share Mentastics with yourself and practice partners

Level 4

Level 5

“The purpose of my work is to break up the
sensory and mental patterns which inhibit free
movement and cause pain and disruption of
normal function.”
Milton Trager, MD

“The experience is not just for the moment.
It is for the rest of their life. They will be different because of the experience they have
received.”
Milton Trager, MD

In this course the Trager therapy is made anatomically perceptible. This gives the Trager
student a deeper understanding of how and
why we move our clients and what affects
Trager in different body systems such as muscles, connective tissue or nervous system.

This course is both an extension and a deepening of the understanding of what we feel in
our hands. This will bring us to a new level of
body therapy competence: We will lift one leg
and have a picture of the connection between
the point of contact and every other place in
the system. We will learn to feel limitations in
the body. We will be able to use movement
through and with the structures to support
the release of the limitations we discover.

The anatomical images give necessary insights into the body and can deepen our focus and ideas in Mentastics and table work.
The result is greater efficiency in work and
greater competence in discussions with customers and other specialists. Anatomy in the
Trager context is really fun, as we will explore
the wonder of being human in all its aspects
together.
• Theory and practice of the effects of Trager
movements in anatomy and physiology on
the body’s front side
• body systems (muscles, connective tissue,
nerves, organs) and their functions
• Information systems (nervous system, hormones etc.)
• Pathology of widespread complaints

• Theory and practice of the effects of Trager
movements in anatomy and physiology for
the back of the body
• Deepening of body systems (muscles, connective tissue, nerves, organs) and their
functions
• Deepening information systems (nervous
system, hormones etc.)
• Pathology of widespread complaints
• Anatomy and Physiology of the Reflex Response Work
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Level 6
“Tension originates in the mind. The body reflects the degree of tension that exists in the
mind.”
Milton Trager, MD
In this course we deepen the ability to respond to the needs of the client. Be it in the
value-free observation of their movements
during Mentastics or in table work. We refine
the feeling for the basic skills and the quantity of stimulation a certain person needs. The
holistic nature of the human being includes
different, even contradictory experiences (feelings, thoughts, attitudes, etc.). This complex
structured holistic form of human experience
cannot be understood and influenced by analysis and rational procedures alone. Awareness
of this complexity is a foundation for shaping
Trager’s therapeutic relationship and intention.
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• Observation of movement patterns in clients and training of appropriate suggestions
• Targeted application of Mentasticss
• Different perception systems
• Training of balance, mindfulness and
self-awareness
• Understanding of the partnership attitude
towards the client and how to deal with resistance
• Extended repertoire of Trager movements
in each body region
• Extended repertoire of Reflex Response
• Ethics in the therapeutic setting

Level 7
“What is softer? Softer is ...well? You just
don‘t fight to be soft. You’re soft before you
start.”
Milton Trager, MD
The principle of empathy at rest combines independence with solidarity. (Being with yourself and your client at the same time.) The
attitude of resting empathy refers both to another person and to situations, emotions and
actions. In Trager Therapy this means that we
always draw attention to our body and find
the quality of freedom and relaxation within
us. In this course we deepen our self-confidence and the ability to pass this quality on
with feeling, touch and awake presence and
to find the dance. We begin to understand
and practice what it means to lead groups.

• Deepened perception training for oneself
and for the client
• Training the quality of movement in one’s
own body
• Working with feedback in Trager Therapy
• Deepening of communication skills
• More ease with Mentastics and integration
in one session
• Mentastics guidance in groups
• Extended repertoire of Trager movements
in each body region
• Introducing Case Studies
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Level 8
“Hook-up is the key component to supporting change.”
Milton Trager, MD
This course is about exploring the depth
of this work and combining what you have
learned into one unit. We continue to understand and practice what it means to lead
groups. We will also get to know alternative
uses of Trager in sitting and working with the
patient in a lateral position. Active and passive movement will create a space for differentiated body awareness and training of self
awareness. Listening, empty, receiving hands
enable new and more comprehensive experiences of one’s own liveliness.
• Deepening of communication regarding intake around health history
• Practice deepening use of language during
the treatment
• Deepening the use of recall to support integration into everyday life
• Deepening of the understanding of the
movements and their quality in each body
region
• Alternative Positions
• Preparing a Case Study

Level 9
“Mentastics is an art, and like any other art,
experience can produce beauty and form.”
Milton Trager, MD
IIn this course we look for positive changes
that can manifest themselves in very individual forms. As therapists we offer spaces in
which these changes can unfold. We support
their awareness, evaluation and appreciation.
We learn what it is like to have difficult clients. How do we deal with it? How can we
communicate respectfully and effectively?
Successful integration embodies positive
experiences and changes in self-image and
contact.
• Deepening and understanding the learned
movements and Trager qualities
• Practice maintaining Hook-up with difficult
clients throughout the Trager session
• Integration of Reflex Response into the
Trager treatment
• Self Evaluation-Strengths and weakness.
Plan for next steps
• Preparation for completion of the Trager
Practitioner status In a playful, creative
way. Envisioning your practice

.
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Level 10
“You’ll know when to move on.
You will know.”
Milton Trager, MD
This course provides further elements for
completion, order and deepening. We examine the importance of lifelong learning. This
is the last course for Trager Practitioner. After
this course you can work with paying clients.
You can register with EMR, provided you have
completed the medical basics and the necessary internship.
• Leading groups- Presenting Trager, Mentastics, and tablework
• Give a treatment with Interview, Mentastics
and tablework
• Planning for your own practice
• Presentation of Case Study

The calligraphy was created after Chungliang Al Huang, a Tai Chi Master, philosopher and calligrapher, received a Trager session at Milton Trager. It was an expression of how he felt afterwards. He gave her the name “Dancing Cloud”.
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Teacher
Scholl Bill (USA/CH),
Trager instructor, started his
journey with Trager 1978. He
studied for 16 years with Dr.
Milton Trager personally and
teaches the Trager Approach
since 1986. Bill is from the USA, lives in Zurich
since 2006 as double citizen.

Scholl Gabriela (CH),
Trager Instructor, Gabriela began
exploring Trager in 1994. Since
then she has been interested in
moving and strengthening the
body in a soft way. She has background in the commercial sector and is an adult
educator since 2015 (SVEB 1, 2, 3)

Course administration
Thomas Primas
Course administration for
Trager Therapy Training
Tel. Direkt 033 676 76 22
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Willach Evamaria (D),
born 1949, lives in Hamburg,
Trager practitioner since
1992, Trager anatomy teacher
since 1995, Trager Instructor
since 2007. In her first professional life (1973-1991), she taught English
and Spanish in high school. Several psycho- and body-therapeutic trainings and the
state examination to become a naturopath
in 1992. Since then working independently
in her own practice in Hamburg and Cologne.
Two children and in the meantime two grandchildren.

Peter Fankhauser (CH)
Trager Instructor, was introduced to Trager in 2007.
Together with his wife Julia he
runs an Aikido Dojo in Uster
and holds the 4th Dan. He
brings a lot of clarity, joy and calmness to his
teaching. He is a trained psychiatric nurse
and a certified naturopath.

Kientalerhof
School of Body Work Kiental BE, Wetzikon ZH
The Kientalerhof has a long tradition and invaluable experience with a well-founded offer
of professional basic and advanced trainings
in various methods of bodywork. The trainings are continuously adapted to the latest
findings and requirements and further developed.

Among other things, we offer training in the
following areas:

Shiatsu
Biodynamic Craniosacral Therapy
Akupressur Therapy
Trager Therapy
Tibetan Cranial Therapy
Ayurveda Massage
Esalen Massage
Colon Hydro Therapy
Lymphdrainage
Med. Knowledge / Tronc Commun
Qi Gong
Logotherapy
Traumatherapy

Detailed information can be found at
www.kientalerhof.ch
Do you have any questions or would you like
consultation?
Give us a call - Tel. 0041 33 676 26 76.
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Kientalerhof
We want to help people to find their own way
and to know and exploit the wealth of their
possibilities. Everyone carries the knowledge
of this within him or herself. It is often buried
under pressure, high demands or fear.

An important feature of our house is the creative natural cuisine, which is very much appreciated by our guests. Our cuisine is tasty,
nutritious, sensible, imaginative, fresh and
«unique» - let us surprise you!

Here with us you will find time, strength and
attentive support to find your liveliness and
your values. The calm, authentic and powerful environment, encounters with companions and the manifold possibilities of learning
that we offer will support you.

Our course centre in Wetzikon is specially
equipped for body therapy work, so that you
will find the best conditions for intensive
learning here. The course location is close
to the Wetzikon railway station and within
15 minutes from Zurich main station. We are
close to you, so that you are close to your
home.

The peace of the place creates the best conditions for learning together in the midst of
nature. Powerful silence in a mountain landscape that lets us anticipate the creative energies of nature: The Kientalerhof is an inspiring place.
With us you will find a contemplative, relaxing and relaxed atmosphere that will make
your thoughts flow and help you concentrate
on the essentials.

Kientalerhof Bildung Körperarbeit Bewusstseinsentfaltung Auszeit
Griesalpstrasse 44 CH-3723 Kiental I Zürcherstrasse 29 CH-8620 Wetzikon
T: +41 33 676 26 76 I info@kientalerhof.ch | www.kientalerhof.ch
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